My Safety Around Dogs - English

1. LET THE DOG COME AND MEET YOU
   Make your hand into a ball, let the dog sniff the back of your hand. Remember not to stare into a dog’s eyes.

2. ALWAYS ASK THE OWNER BEFORE YOU PAT THEIR DOG

3. PAT THE DOG’S CHIN, CHEST OR SIDE OF THE NECK
   Dogs don’t like to be patted on the top of their heads.

4. DON’T HUG AND KISS DOGS!
   Keep your face away from their teeth.

5. NEVER SCREAM AND RUN AWAY FROM A DOG!
   If you run away the dog may chase and bite you.

6. IF A DOG RUSHES AT YOU, BE A STATUE!
   Drop any food or toys you are holding and stand very still.

7. IF YOU FALL OVER BE A STONE
   Curl into a ball and stay very still until an adult comes to help you.

And remember...
- Never tease or annoy dogs and
- Keep away from dogs that are eating.
FIND THE BONES...
See how many bones you can find...and then colour the picture in.

If you find 3 bones → Good work!
If you find 5 bones → Great work!
If you find 7 bones → Excellent!!

Permission is granted to reproduce this work provided it is reproduced without alteration, the source is fully acknowledged and the authors are advised of its use (through David Swain dswain@waikato.ac.nz).

Obtain a copy of this children’s leaflet (about 5-6yrs) in English from http://hdl.handle.net/10289/968
Obtain a copy of this children’s leaflet (about 5-6yrs) in Te Reo Maori from http://hdl.handle.net/10289/975
Obtain a copy of the children’s booklet (about 8-9yrs) in English from http://hdl.handle.net/10289/930
Obtain a copy of the children’s booklet (about 8-9yrs) in Te Reo Maori from http://hdl.handle.net/10289/931
Obtain a copy of the parents'/caregivers’ booklet in English from http://hdl.handle.net/10289/984
Obtain a copy of the parents'/caregivers’ booklet in Te Reo Maori from http://hdl.handle.net/10289/985
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